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For more information, please order the official invitation for camps in EEMA area: antila.markku@outlook.com

All info on this leaflet is subject to change if so defined in invitation letter
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TAI-01

July 19 - Aug 2 Taiwan Culture & Tour 2024 Formosa MD3521 - 3523

Taiwan English

Max 20 participants 2 girls & 2 boys country 18 - 25 years old
Camp fee USD 900 + trip Taiwan

+ insurance

TAI-02

11 July - 30 July Explore Taiwan Cycling Camp Taoyan D3481

Taiwan English

Max 25 participants 16 -20 years old
Camp fee USD 800 + trip Taiwan

+ insurance

Camp full

ITA-01

14 July - 27 July Northern Lakes Summer Camp Milan D2042

Italy English

Max 12 participants one per country 15 -17 years old

Camp fee 400€ + trip to Milan

Camp full

TAI-03

20 July - 04 August Discover Taiwan Camp Taipei D3501

Taiwan English

Max 20 - 30 participants
16 -19 years old

Camp fee USD$ 900 + Trip to

Taiwan + insurance

TAI-04

14 July - 28 July Cultural - Culinary - Camp Taoyan D3502

Taiwan English

Max 30 participants 18 - 23 years old
Camp fee US$ 700 + trip to

Taoyan + insuranse

GER-01

3 August - 11 August Summer Camp Mamma Mia for Teenagers Lippe D1900

Germany English

15 - 17 years old
Camp fee 300 € + trip to

Hamburg

Camp full

LISÄTIETOJA ELI KOPION VIRALLISESTA KUTSUSTA , VOI TILATA KIRJEENVAIHTAJALTA.

Markku Antila EEMA (Europe, Eastern Mediterranian and Africa): antila.markku@outlook.com

Tässä tiedotteessa olevat tiedot sitoumuksetta. Virallinen tieto kunkin leirin kutsussa

Take a cycling round the island of Taiwan is most exciting and challenging leisure activity during summer in Taiwan. You will travel

through most of the beautiful scenic spots islandwide, visit various tribes, experience different culture, savor various foods, enjoy sun

shine and lot more. 10 day 800 km cycling, hosbitality of homestay

Learning Rowing at Canottieri Gavirate, Varese. Founded in 1960, Canottieri Gavirate has over 200 members (10 -13 years old ). Gym,

training pool, etc. Beijing 2008 Olympic Gold in Adaptive Rowing. Home of Australian, British, Dutch team. Additionally: Sport

activities and site-seeing. (Milan, Como Lake, Maggiore Lake, Varese, swimming , BBQ ). ( paricipants is fully vaccinated for Covid)

Gathering of younger people from various countries, promoting better international understanding, building up friendship across

geographical and cultural borders, having fun, exchanging ideas with new friends, and learning more about the way of life in Taiwan. A

combination of sightseeing, nature, culture, outdoor activities, and socializing. The activities include mountains, beach, aboriginal tribe,

spectacular marbles valley, traditional temples, special highlights, the experience of DIY on various handicrafts, and etc.

Explore Taiwanese culture with Chinese lessons, folk festivals, night markets, Daxi Town, and the Palace Museum. Try local cuisine

and master cooking. Enjoy biking, rafting, and scenic trails.

Join us in delving deep into four local cultures: Minnan, Hakka, native Taiwanese, and military dependents. We kindly invite foreign

students to join in the appreciation of unique Taiwanese cultures. Relaxed vacation opportunities will include: the opportunity to casually

walk down famous old streets, the chance to learn Taiwanese history through hands-on experiences, opportunities to experience the

culture of four unique Taiwanese groups through their traditions, daily life, cuisine, and history. These opportunities will provide foreign

students with a unique chance to learn from first hand experience.

We want to perform an Abba Musical together with singers as well as a band. So it is helpful, if you have fun singing and performing a

story. The Idea: Around eight songs oft he swedish group ABBA will be used as a base for a musical, that we will develop together with

professional help. Your ideas, your story and your message come alive on stage through song, theatre, pantomime and bands, …,

whatever else you can do with lighting and sound design.
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BEL-01

18 August - 31 August Flanders Summer Camp Brussel D2140

Belgium English

Max 20 paricipants, 1 boy or 1 girl /country 18 - 24 years old
Camp fee 350€ + trip to Brussel +

insurance

Camp full

DEN-01

28 July - 8 August Nature, Adventure & Culture Camp Ringsted D1480

Denmark English

15 -17 years old
Camp fee 250€ + trip to Ringsted

+ insurance

Camp full

DEN-02

26 July - 8 August Danish West Coast, Culture, Natur, Legoland Varde MD1440-1480

Denmark English

18 - 22 years old
Camp fee 200€ + trip to Billund +

insurance

Camp full

TUR-01

17 July - 30 July Outdoor and sport Camp Bursa D2420

Turkey English

Max 15 participants one / country 13 -16 years old Trip to Istanbul + insurance

Camp full

TUR-02

1 July - 12 July From North to South Turkiye 2024 Istanpul D2430

Turkey English

Max 12 participants one per country 13 - 15 years old
Camp fee 500€ + trip to Istanbul

+ insurance

Camp full

TUR-05

28 July - 7 August THE CRADLE OF CIVILISATIONS Istanbul D2420

Turkey English
Max 10 participants, 5 boys and 5 girls, one from each

country 16 - 21 years old
Camp fee 300€ + trip to Istanbul

+ insurance

TUR-06

03 August - 11 August The Flavours of Istanbul Istanbul D2420

Turkey English

Max 12 participants, 18 - 22 years old
Camp fee 300€ + trip to Istanbul

+ insurance

Camp full

Various programs in Istanbul to introduce this “Queen of the Ci es” as it was once called in the Middle Ages. There will be excursions to

nearby places as well as swimming, sightseeing, visi ng historical places and museums.

This camp is for young people who enjoy sports, nature and being with friends from all over Turkey and the world. Almost 200

teenagers, from all over Turkey and the world, will enjoy being in a wonderful nature, dealing with all kinds of sports (basketball, soccer,

hockey, archery, baseball, table tennis etc.), outdoor activities (hiking, climbing, rope courses, first-aid training etc.) arts & crafts, camp

clubs like photography club, cooking club, biology club, dance & drama clubs, International Camp Day and sightseeing trips.

Discover Antwerp, teambuilding activities, day trips to Bruges - the Venice of the North- , Ghent, Brussels, meeting with Rotary clubs

and much more…Full accommodation and meals will be provided by District 2140 and several Rotary Clubs of Antwerp Area. The team

will

stay in a Youth Hostel. being able to bike well, have no fear of heights and good physical shape.

The Danish West Coast: site seeing event with main focus on the nature, culture and history visiting the beaches of the Western Coast

and the historical sites from World War II. Ribe: the oldest city in Denmark with its roots dating back from time of the Wikings. Esbjerg:

the regional capital with its port and offshore industry, the biggest offshore wind port in the World handling and exporting large wind

turbines. - A visit to a Danish farm and insight on local agriculture - A visit to Legoland

CAMP HIGHLIGHTS

• Canoeing and Camping Under the Stars • Vibrant Copenhagen Culture • Scenic Hikes in Ringsted • Viking History in Roskilde •

Educational Visit to Sorø Academy • Roskilde Cathedral (UNESCO cultural heritage) • Stevns Klint Geological Wonders (UNESCO

cultural heritage)

"Fire of Black sea and Anatolia" First week 4 days sport and cultural activities in Karadeniz Eregli includes panoromic sightseeing,

sailing, fencing and horse riding sports, museum and mythological tours. 2 days cultural and historical sightseeing & art activities in

Ankara. And second week 5 days of fun, sport and dance activities an Adana and much more.

This camp is for young people who enjoy travelling, exploring and learning new cultures. 12 young people will explore and enjoy the

world famous Turkish cuisine and the city of two continents. The camp includes many opportunities to try. A program of 9 days is

prepared for a complete Istanbul experience.
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DEN-03

04 August - 17 August MOUNTAINBIKE IN A DANISH CONTEXT 2024 Aarhus MD 1440 - 1480

Denmark English

Max 24 paricipants 2 /country 18 - 25 years old
Camp fee 150€ + trip to Aarhus +

insurance

Camp full

ITA-02

22 June - 30 June Discover Milan an Inclucive City Milan D2041

Italy English

Max 12 participants,one per country 18 - 25 years old
Camp fee 450€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp full

SWI-01

29 June - 13 July Swiss Mountain Adventure Camp Martigny D2000

Switzerland French, German and/or English

Max 26 participants 15 - 19 years old
Camp fee CHF 1200 + trip to

Martigny + insurance

Camp full

EGY-01

14 July - 24 July Egyptology 2024 camp Cairo D2451

Egypt English

More than 22 participants 15 - 22 years old

Camp fee 690€ + trip to Cairo

+domestic flight 190€ +insurance

TAI-05

18 July - 31 July The magig of Formosa Railway Island Tour Taichung D3461

Taiwan English

Max 20 participants 18 - 24 years old

Camp Fee US$ 500 + Trip to

Taiwan + round trip ticket to

Taiwan + insurance

BRA-01

27 July - 5 August Amazon Camp 2024 Manaus D4730

Brazil English

Max 1 boy and one girl per country 15 -19 years old
Camp fee US$ 1.750 + trip to

Brazil + insurance

FRA-01

22 June - 01 July Sailing and Discovery of the Catalan Coast Perpignan D1700
France English, France

Max 8 participants, 4 boys and 4 girls, one per country 18 - 22 years old
Camp fee 500€ + trip to France +

insurance

Camp full

Two adventurous weeks in the Valais region of the Swiss Alps. Introduction to alpine environment and climbing on rock and ice for

beginners and medium level. They will also practice canyoning and via ferrata. Acquaintance with flora, fauna and geology. The camp is

supervised and led by professional mountain guides. You are expected to actively participate in the activities. Applicants must confirm

that they are in excellent physical condition and are well trained. This is a climbing camp and is quite physically challenging.

The main theme is mountain biking at various places in Jutland combined with Danish culture and lifestyle. Participants will stay at

different scout cottages and shelters around Jutland, combined with home stays with Rotarian families at the beginning and the end of

the camp. We expect you have tried to ride mountainbike before, but you are not an expert at all. The routes to bike - there will be at

least 9 days for biking - will be between 15-30 kilometers and with vertical meters between 300 and 600.

9 days in an ecological, cultural and humanitarian immersion. This is a call to international students to allow themselves to be deeply

touched by the Amazon Forest. An invitation for you to visit, get to know and fall in love with this magical place. The activities of this

program were thought aiming to expand and deepen knowledge about natural cycles, social structures, inspiring initiatives and the

region’s way of life.(Covid-19 vaccination)

Em bark on a unique exploration of Taiwan as we traverse the island aboard trains. Im merse your self in the beauty of Taiwan,

uncover its rich culture, experience the warmth of Taiwanese kindness and forge lasting friendship. Join us for this unforgettable ride!

Before the adventure concludes, your mission will be capturing the essence of Taiwan’s charm, showcasing its scenic wonders, cultural

treasure and the heartfelt moments you’ve experienced. Once your masterpiece is complete, upload it to Youtube and share the m

agnificence of Taiwan with people around the world.

Welcome meeting, Participants Self Presentation, Visit of Milan City Cente, Green Day - Bike Tour, Visit to Museum of Illusions, Day

dedicated to relax on Como Lake, Visit to Italian Union of Blind and Partially Sighted, Visit to “ La Scala” Opera House & “ La Scala etc.

Cairo, Giza, Alexandria, Nubia, Aswan, Luxor & “NILE CRUISE" Egypt is probably the world's oldest civilization having emerged from

the Nile Valley around 3,100 BC, historically. Egypt is probably one of the oldest vacation spots. Early Greeks, Romans and others went

there just for fun, and to see the wonders of some of mankind's earliest triumphs. But Egypt is much more than Pyramids and

monuments. It is also Red Sea scuba diving, hot night spots, luxury hotels and five star restaurants. It is romantic cruises down the Nile

on festive river boats, a night at the grand opera and it is a cultural experience like none you have ever experienced.

Discover Catalan coast, french and spanish, from Port-la-Nouvelle (France) to Rosas (Spain) Introduction to sailing on a modern boat

type Dufour 455 (see photos) equipped with 4 double cabins, 2 individual beds in the living space and 3 showers, one being outside.

They will be supervised by a professional skipper, as well as by a Rotarian.
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FRA-02

30 June -14 July Discover Normandy and Sailing Cherboug D1640

France English, France

Camp full Max 14 participants, one per country 15 - 17 years old
Camp fee 250€ + trip to France +

insurance

ITA-03

23 June - 6 July Larino Trekking Camp Milan D2042

Italy English

Max 12 paricipants, 6 boys and 6 girls, 1 per country 15 - 17 years old
Camp fee 240€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

Camp full

BEL-02

12 August - 23 August History, Future & Fun - 2024 Brussel D2130

Belgium English, France

Max 14 participants, one per country 18 - 22 years old
Camp fee 250€ + trip to Belgium

+ insurance

Camp full

DEN-04

27 July - 10 August Dronninglund-Glostrup-Vestegnens summer camp MD 1440 - 1480

Denmark English

Max 20 participants,1 girl and 1 boy per country 15 - 18 years old
Camp fee 280€ + trip to Denmark

+ insurance

Camp full

SWI-02

28 July - 9 August Trekking , Culture and Sports Bellinzona

Switzerland English/ French/Italian/German

Camp full Max 30 (5 from Ticino) 15 - 18 years old
Camp fee CHF 400 + trip to

Bellinzona + insurance

DEN-05

30 July - 12 August Sailing with “Jensine” in the Danish South Sea Haderslev D 1461

Denmark English

Max 11 participants, one boy or girl per country 17 -21 years old
Camp fee 150€ + trip to Billund +

insurance

Camp full

BEL-03

10 August - 18 August Belgium @ The Borders Hoogstraten D 2140

Belgium English

Max 20participants, (boys and girls) 17 - 19 years old
Camp fee 180€ + trip to Belgium

+ insurance

Camp full

Get to know the history of World War I Flanders Fields” Discover the green hinterland by bike. relax at the beach. In the footprints of

the reatest cyclists. Enjoy local food and drinks. and above all, many moments of friendship …

Haderslev is a town in southern Denmark, located on the beautiful east coast of the peninsula Jutland. The first days you will stay at

Rotarians home and see the Southern part of Denmark. After a few days the “summer campers” will go on board “Jensine of

Haderslev”. This is the oldest wooden sailing ship in Denmark. The guests are the crew! A certified Captain and 1st Officer will be in

charge on board.

Food and culture plus social relations, Sightseeing, entertainmentand social contacts. First week you are going to visit the Danish

countryside and attractions in Northern Jutland and meeting Rotary families in their homes. Second week the main theme will be

Singing Cospel Choir and Culture. You will be taught to sing a choir and there will be focus on your individual singing skills as well.

Two Rotary clubs team up to organize the program: RC Hoogstraten-Kempen and RC Turnhout. The program will include social events,

cultural visits (Brussels, Bruges, Antwerp), sports activities and sightseeing in the northern part of Belgium. With great pleasure we

invite you to participate in our program and enjoy the warm home hospitality of our Rotarians.

Discover Normandy, beetween sea and history First week: 5 days of afternoon sailing and visits to historic sites around Cherbourg.

Second week: seven days of visits to historic and remarkable sites in Normandy through hiking.

Trekking , Culture and Sports in the Italian-speaking part of Switzerland. Discover the geography and culture of Ticino - Switzerland's

southermost Italian-speaking canton- by hiking and trekking, getting involved in new sports, having fun and exchanging experiences

with new friends.

Trekking on the mountains around Lake Como. During these fourteen days you will be guided to discover our region, through trekking

on the beautiful mountains of Lake Como and the surrounding areas of it. Two-days excursions in the mountains of the regions, up to

2.500 mt in Val Biandino and to Monte San Primo (1.800 mt) will be the most important events during the two weeks. Preparation to

them will be part of the program as well as medium-heavy trekking days; you will also visit Milan and Como. Definite programme will be

issued by the end of March. Please do not forget you will walk at least 60 km in two weeks. WE STRONGLY DISCOURAGE

APPLICATION OF STUDENTS WHO HAVE SUFFERED HEALTH PROBLEMS TO KNEES IN THE PAST YEAR.
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AUT-01

17 August - 31 August Capture Austria Melk MD 1910--20

Austria English

Max 14 participants, one per country 16 - 18 years old
Camp Fee 120€ + trip Vienna +

insurance

BEL-04

06 July - 17 July CELEBRATE BELGIUM Brussels D2160

Belgium English

Max 16 paricipants, one per country 17 - 19 years old
Camp Fee 250€ + trip Brussels +

insurance

Camp full

CAN-01

03 July - 17 July International Wilderness canoe camp Sioux, Ontario D5550

Canada English

Max 16 paricipants, one per country 18 - 21 years old
Camp fee $600 CAD + trip to

Sioux + insurance

NET-01

29 June - 13 July Summer Camp The Netherlands the Dutch way Amsterdam D1560

Netherland English

Max 16 participants, 8 boys and 8 girls, one per country 18 - 20 years old

Camp fee 350€ + trip to Schiphol

+ insurance

Camp full

NOR-01

9 August - 19 August Experience The Energy Hub in South-Western NorwayStavanger D2550

Norway English

Max 12 participants, 6 boys and girls 17 - 20 years old Trip to Stavanger + insurance

Camp full

GER-03

15 August - 25 August International Student Summer Camp Wiehl D1810

Germany English

Max 20 participants, one boy and one girl per country
16 - 18 years old

Camp fee 400€ + trip to Germany

+ insurance

Camp full

Rotary clubs of Huy, Huy-Rondia, Andenne and Durbuy and Rotaract Vallée Mosane will organize a lot of visits (Brussels, Bruges,

Liège, …), sports , visits and fun… Housing with Rotary families. Full accommodation will be provided by district 2160 Belgium. A

detailed program will be sent to the participants.

Wednesday Arrival day - Arrive in Sioux Lookout. You will be met when you arrive in Sioux Lookout. A group supper with host families,

some Rotarians, and other participants is usually arranged for those in town for supper. This will be a rewarding, challenging experience

that you will remember for the rest of your life. There will be times when you will wonder why you ever agreed to participate. Participate

in everything on the trip, get involved, try everything, look for extra opportunities and you and all on the trip will have a better time for

your efforts.

Explore the city of Cologne with its old Roman history and its modern culture. Discover the medieval castle "Schloss Burg", the former

home of the a ristocratic and ruling family Berg. Take part in outdoor activities like canoeing and hiking. Excursion to a big dam w ith

artificial lake Visit the European Space Astronaut Centre (ESA) w ith its training center in Cologne. etc.

Norway is famous for its Viking heritage and spectacular fjords. Fjords, beaches, countryside, activities, and culture. Sampling

Norwegian food and get togethers with locals - plus plenty of free time to build friendships with the other members of your group.

.. a summer camp to gain unforgettable experiences, and insight into nature and culture in the Netherlands. Your accommodations will

be in a green, relatively quiet area with plenty of space to be active, but also a setting to relax. During the two weeks you spend with us,

you will visit nature reserves, wander through museums, and several tourist highlights are planned. You will be active, both on land and

(perhaps) in the water..

A mindful photographic adventure through the natural and cultural landscape The first week will be hosted by RC Melk and

accommodation will be provided in the Abbey of Melk. The second week the participants will stay in Rauris in an alpine lodge in the

Hohe Tauern National Park. The emphasis will be on hiking and discovering the raw Alpine landscape. AIM OF CAMP: Under the

guidance of a professional photographer and a movement expert who will both be leading the workshop, the participants will learn how

to capture the essence of their surroundings and experiences on their adventure through Austria.
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ITA-04

22 July - 26 July International Cultural Camp Cassino D2080

Italy English

Max 10 participants, 5 boys and 5 girls 18 - 30 yeras old
Camp fee 400€ + trip to Italy +

insurance

Camp full

SPA-01

5 July - 14 July Sierra Norte Madrid D2201

Spain English

Max 20 participants, one boy or one girl per country 18 - 25 years old
Camp fee 490€ + trip to Spain +

insurance

Camp full

SPA-02

7 July - 14 July Sailing Camp Santander 2024 Santander D2202

Spain English

Camp full Max 15 participants one / country 16 - 19 years old

Camp fee 490€ + trip to Spain +

insurance

SPA-03

29 June - 07 July Internacional Rotary Maspalomas Gran Canaria D2201

Spain English , Spanish

Max 30 participants, one per country 18 - 25 years old

Camp fee 395€ + trip to Gran

Cararia + insurance

Camp full

NOR-02

07 August - 16 August Summer Camp 2024 Stavanger D2290

Norway English

Max 12 boys and girls, one per country
18 - 20 years old

Camp fee 300€ + trip to Norway +

insurance

Camp full

During our magic cultural exchange, we will discover the places where the myth of the Sorceress Circe took place in Formia’s and

Gaeta’s cities on the sea. Moreover, we will visit the "Enchanting Rome”, the deepest meanders of Montecassino’s Abbey; "The Magic

of Naples" with her music and art among the streets where you will smell (and eat) a delicious Pizza! And we will start our adventure

together by taking part in the final show of the famous musical festival “Atina Jazz”.

Madrid Rotary Homestays, Tourism (Walk through old City, Real Madrid Stadium,…) Flamenco Show , Outdoor activities (Sports,

Swimming, Trekking) Tourism (Roman Aqueduct, Alcazar, …) and Shopping Informal

We hope you would like to discover the real Norwegian southern sum m er with swim m ing, crab fishing and inland tours to the m

ountains. There will also be plenty of tim e for shopping and joyful tim e together with new friends from all around the world. The small

town of Notodden is an Unesco world heritage town. You will during your stay learn about cultural heritage, see the famous Heddal

Stave Church, learn about the heavy water, industrial history, and do mountain activities in Rjukan.

It is an outdoor camp where you can enjoy nature, the sea, sun, beach and new friends. The instructors are professionals who will take

care of your learning step by step. They will learn to sail or improve their sailing skills. It will be combined with excursions and

workshops within the community to learn more about Cantabria and its nature.

90% of the activity will be carried out in a tourist area using the Cultural Center of San Fernando de Maspalomas (or other facilities

provided by the City Council), within the framework offered by the Maspalomas Summer University. The conferences will begin on July

1, with participants being able to arrive on June 29 or 30, depending on the connection of their flights, and will end on July 5, with

departure scheduled for July 7, 2024. You will reside in a complex of Bungalows. Each one has a bedroom, bathroom and living room

with sofa bed and kitchen, to be shared by three participants,
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HUN-02

12 July - 22 July 2024 “Sport and Fun” Summer Camp in Hungary Göd
Hungary English

Max 16 participants, 1 girl and 1 boy per country 15 - 18 years old

Camp fee 450€ + trip to Budapest

+ insurance

HUN-03

19 July - 28 July Rotary Youth Camp 2024 Mátészalka D1911

Hungary English

Max 14 participants 15 - 17 years old
Camp fee 350€ + trip to Budapest

+ insurance

Camp Full

ITA-05

15 June -29 June Nature, Art & Sport Cremona D2050

Italy English

Max 12 6 girl and 6 boys, one per country 18 - 23 years old
Camp fee 500€ + trip to Milan +

insurance

TAI-06

14 July - 27 July Discover Taiwan Trough the Lens Kaohsiung D3510

Taiwan English

Max 15 participants
17 - 21 years old

Camp fee 800USD + Trip to

Taiwan + insurance

ENG-01

27 July - 10 August North West England International Summer Camp 2024 Manchester D1285

England English

Max 14 participants, one boy and one girl per country
16 - 18 years old

Camp fee 150£ + trip to UK +

insurance

Camp Full

You will visit the state-of-the-art music centers, sunbath in one of the most appraisedbeaches in the world by international travelers, ride

in the vintage trains driven by locomotive, and go deep into the villagesof indigenous tribes that are the origin of Austronesian. All of

these will be recorded by yourself with your own mobile phones or cameras and go viral on your social media!

Learn about nature, art, sport and Italian culture, meet young people from different Countries, make new friends, share great

experiences and …have fun together!

Arrival in Budapest - sightseeing: visiting the Parliament, Buda Castle , evening cruise on the Danube. Walk in ‘Városliget’, visiting the

House of Music Hungary, in the afternoon transfer to Mátészalka (3 hours drive), occupying accommodation in the evening. Optional

horse ridingin Főnix park, going to the swimming pool, outdoor cooking party, Rotary meeting. Half-day ‘Szatmár’ tour / farewell party in 

the evening. etx.

The program contains on certain days 30 km bicycle riding and half day rowing. We expect, that the par cipants are in good physical

condi ons and can do both. (Knowing swimming and riding the bicycle is a must!) Par cipants will be hosted at families for some days

and at the tour in campside

There will be daily programmes which may include visits to local tourist attractions, football stadia, Liverpool, Manchester, Chester city

centres, and a weekend trip to Isle of Man all supported by Rotary Clubs from District 1285. Outdoor activities at Petty Pool include

team building activities, low- and high-rise apparatus, zip wire, forest adventure etc., Welcome Brunch and Farewell barbecue. There

will be one final home host night on Friday 9th August before departure home on 10th. A more detailed programme will be sent to all

participants beforehand.
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